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Dylan;
<http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/historic_figures/mussolini_ben.html>.
This source gave me a synopsis of his life and legacy.

This source gave me a WWII aspect of his power.

This source is a propaganda piece from the U.S. that shows the fear the people had at the time of WWII.
<http://hn.bigchalk.xaaa.orc.scoolaid.net/hnweb/hn/do/document?set=search&start=1&rendition=x-article-image&inmylist=false&urn=urn%3Aproquest%3AUS%3BPQDOC%3BHNP%3BPQD%3BHNP%3BPROD%3Bx-article-the enemy laughs when you loaf. sirs decades. Web. 23 Oct. 2014.
<http://decades.sirs.xaaa.orc.scoolaid.net/decadesweb/decades/do/article?urn%3Asirs%3AUS%3BARTICLE%3BART%3B000213093>.

This is a newspaper excerpt that show the early attitude of Benito Mussolini.
"Fascisti to oppose Giolitti in chamber." New York Times: n. pag. ProQuest 
<http://hn.bigchalk.xaaa.orc.scoolaid.net/hnweb/hn/dodocument?set=search&start=1&rendition=x-article-image&inmylist=false&urn=urn%3Aproquest%3AUS%3BPQDOC%3BHNP%3BPQD%3BHNP%3BPROD%3Bx-article-image%3B98693819&mylisturn=urn%3Aproquest%3AUS%3BPQDOC%3BHNP%3BPQD%3BHNP%3BPROD%3Bx-citation%3B98693819>.
This newspaper excerpt shows Mussolini’s brute force if politics at the time.


"ITALIAN MINISTER REFUSES TO RETURN." New York Times: n. pag. ProQuest Historical Newspapers. Web. 23 Oct. 2014. <http://hn.bigchalk.xaaa.orscoolaid.net/hnweb/hn/do/document?set=search&start=1&rendition=x-article-image&inmylist=false&urn=urn%3Aproquest%3AUS%3BPQDOC%3BHN%3BPQD%3BHNP%3BPQ%3BPROD%3Bx-article-image%3B109808999&mylisturn=urn%3Aproquest%3AUS%3BPQDOC%3BHN%3BPQD%3BHN%3BPQDOC%3BPROD%3Bx-citation%3B109808999>. This source shows what Mussolini did to make sure that others did not oppose him.


"THREE MEN OF DESTINY; IRON RULERS ALL." New York Times: n. pag. ProQuest Historical Newspapers. Web. 23 Oct. 2014. <http://hn.bigchalk.xaaa.orscoolaid.net/hnweb/hn/do/document?set=search&start=1&rendition=x-article-image&inmylist=false&urn=urn%3Aproquest%3AUS%3BPQDOC%3BHN%3BPQD%3BHNP%3BPQ%3BPROD%3Bx-article-image%3B99289974&mylisturn=urn%3Aproquest%3AUS%3BPQDOC%3BHN%3BPQD%3BHN%3BPQDOC%3BPROD%3Bx-citation%3B99289974>. This source shows how people predicted the coming of WWII with the 3 fascist powers rising.

Devin; N.p., n.d. Web. 23 Oct. 2014. <http://history1900s.about.com/od/people/a/Mussolini.htm>. This source is about almost everything Mussolini did. From who we was to everything he did. Secondary

<http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/historic_figures/mussolini_benito.shtml>. From this source told how Mussolini was doing during the wars, how he was there when needed, and was
eventually overthrown. Secondary

From this source I got the basic facts about Benito Mussolini. His family, position, etc. Secondary


Mussolini had a busy childhood. He did many things as a child. Secondary

<http://www.history.com/topics/world-war-ii/benito-mussolini>. From this source I got what Mussolini did. How he allied with Hitler, also other things. Secondary

*Internet History Sourcebooks.* N.p., n.d. Web. 22 Oct. 2014. This source is about Mussolini's definition of fascism. Primary


<http://college.cengage.com/history/west/resources/students/primary/fascism.htm>. The source is a article that Mussolini wrote himself. Primary

*Skepticism.* N.p., n.d. Web. 23 Oct. 2014. This source is about Pope Pius XI signing an agreement with Mussolini. Primary
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